Fill in each blank space with **who**, **which**, or **whose**.

REMEMBER: **Who** is generally used for people, **which** is used for things, and **whose** indicates possession (ex: "the man whose wallet I found").

1. The woman __________________ is driving is my mother.

2. This is the child __________________ ball I found.

3. I don’t know __________________ way to go.


5. __________________ came to the party last night?

6. I know someone __________________ has been there.

7. __________________ fault is it?


9. I don’t know anyone __________________ likes this kind of music.

10. __________________ Beatles album is your favorite?
ANSWERS:
1) who  2) whose  3) which  4) whose  5) Who  6) who  7) Whose  8) which  9) who  10) Which